Central Arizona Model Railroad Clu
October, 202

PRESIDENT’S MESSAG
The November Board Elections are fast
approaching, and we are still in search of a
candidate for Club Secretary. Please contact
Doug Gilliatt if you would like to help run the
club. This year instead of having votes sent out
via email, we will have a LIVE VOTE at the club
meeting on November 10th. Let your voice be
heard!

by Bob Northingto
Wow! It's October already! Hard to believe! This
year is just ying by... With the changing of the
Fall colors, we also have a change of venues
for future events! The board has just come to an
agreement with Embry-Riddle to host next
year’s Beat The Heat on Saturday August 6th

Hope to see you all at the next club meeting at
the Prescott Meals On Wheels hall coming up
Wednesday evening, October 13th!

We will be in their main gym, which has about
30% more oor space than before. One aspect
of this new space is that we will have room for
operating train layouts. Someone recently told
Richie Scanapico after the last BTH, that her
son was disappointed because there were no
train layouts on display. We will address that
concern next year.

See you soon

SCHEDUL

Speaking of Beat The Heat, the new BTH
committee is shaping up. So far, we have Fred
Williams, Dick Gage, Bob Hansen, Terrel Tinkler
and myself. Even though we have ve
members, I’m sure we can add more. If you’d
like to help, please see me or Fred.

CAMRRC regular meetings are held on the
second Wednesday of the month. They feature
tables where you are welcome to bring items for
sale and most months also feature a program.
They are also a great way to get together with
your fellow members. Meetings begin at 6:30pm
for socializing and swapping and the meeting
starts at 7pm. Meetings are held at the Prescott
Meals on Wheels hall on Blooming Hills Drive,
off Rosser at SR89

Hank Morris and his team are working on the N
gauge layout to be displayed at the Prescott
Western Heritage Center. The plan is to deliver
the layout to the center on Friday October 15th.
We will have more details about this event at
the next club meeting.

October 13 - CAMRRC meeting - Meals on
Wheels Hal
November 10 - CAMRRC meeting - Meals on
Wheels Hal
November 20 - Desert Division auction, info:
toadd.org
November 27 - Desert Division Turkey Swap
Meet, info: toadd.or
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Fred & Gayle Williams have formed a
committee to work on this year’s Christmas
Party set for December 8th. So far we have,
Bob & Judy Hansen and Dennis & Carolyn
Egan. I’m sure they can use more help. Please
see Fred or Gayle if you are interested.

 


 


NEWSLETTER

December 8 - CAMRRC. Christmas Party Meals on Wheels Hall - More details comin

TRAINS AT SHARLOT HAL

CAMRRC Board of Directors Meetin

The Sharlot Hall Museum here in Prescott is
host to many historical displays going back to
the early days of the Arizona Territory

by Doug Gilliatt
Meeting called to Order September 8th by
President Bob Northington
Members Present: Doug Gilliatt, Tom
McColloch. Richie Scanapico, Fred Williams,
Dick Gage, Bob Northington, Allan Steves
August Minutes were approved.
Treasure’s report was to be read, discussed at
general meeting
Old business:
Beat The Heat – Financial results were
discussed as well as possibly changing the
pricing structure for tables (Members vs. NonMembers). This will be decided among other
items once a new venue is settled on (Possibly
Embry Riddle).
The Christmas party will be held at the current
Meeting place on December 8, the club’s normal
meeting night.

The museum has featured Cowboys of the west
like the Earp Brothers, Fort Whipple and its
solders,Native Americans with their story told,
and now a new chapter was written here last
Saturday, September 11th
With Larry Gauthier on point: managing all the
details with Museum management, the
Bradshaw Mountain Hi-Railers brought a model
train exhibit within the walls of Sharlot Hall for
the rst time
Steve and BJ Rudy teamed up with Rod Lorenz
on four tables that allowed for two train
operation while allowing Rod to show off his
huge collection of speciality construction
equipment

The Christmas party will be a BYOB with the
club supplying disposable glasses. More
information on the party will be forth coming.

Ray Strom managed two tables that took over
an hour to set up with a loop featuring four
turnouts that turned into a gure 8. Each
square inch of his table was highly scenicked
drawing lots of positive comments from the
Museum visitors. A wood burning steam engine
hauled several coaches around the layout from
10:00 A.M. till 3:00P.M

A list of items that will be served will be made
available to the members shortly.
Fred’s wife (Gail) is investigating getting one of
the local school’s choirs to provide the
entertainment.

Joe Fauty, on the other hand, had a large loop
of Atlas “O” track for his Santa Fe diesel
powered freight train. The table was decorated
with an over ow of Rod’s construction
equipment

The Board is continuing the investigation for a
new home for the BTH, possibly at a bigger
venue and less work for members to set up.
Embry Riddle is being researched as a possible
site.

Stan Cedarleaf and I managed the BMHR
Magic trolley operation; with a historical twist,
entertaining a whole new segment of the quadcities population

New Business:
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A call for about four volunteers will be put forth
to assist in managing the BTH process to lighten
load of the folks that are currently handling the
meet.
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by Mark Zive

Larry brought his highly acclaimed double loop
layout featuring his operating drawbridge and a
neat electric eye timed race track for the kids
Following are some shots of our displays.

GREG PICARD’S LATEST PROJECT
I have always believed that a model layout
should have more than just the above ground
elements
When I was working for the D&SNGRR and
building their model railroad in their museum, I
developed a section that was an underground
view of a mining operation with ore push cars
on rails. I’ve continued that philosophy on my
own layout with a mine shaft and also with the
undersea side of my harbor operations. Here’s
a photo. The divers are investigating a sunken
wreck and encounter mermaids, seaweed and
lots of sharks and other sea-life. The
bathysphere is scratch built, but the wreck came
from a sh store.

MIKE STURGEON ADDS A BRIDG
This was an addition to the layout. I wanted
automobile traf c to get to a dude ranch on the
other side of the layout and it was too dif cult
maneuvering over all the tracks
The bridge itself was a Rix Products kit
however, I scratch built walls from balsa wood
that covered the sides of the bridge, added
barriers so cars couldn't drive off the bridge. and
added ramps also made from balsa wood
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You can also see the scratch built walls on the
road leading to the bridge

WALT BOUMAN’S LATEST PROJEC
I needed a new water tank for my G-scale
Outdoor layout. I started by building a Platform
for my Mountain Line Water Tank.
I sheeted the platform and then started the tank

I started with two rounds cut out of particle
Board. I sheeted the platform and then started
the tank

I then sheeted the roof and then glued Shingles
on the roof

I then doweled the center and Started placing

Next, I placed 1/4 Thin Brass straps on the tank
and wood screwed them to the tank.
From this point I will glue the tank to the
platform and place wood ladder
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the sides on the tank.

 


 


I then built the rafters and glued them on the top
round.

model railroading. The first article involved kit
bashing a single story Korber kit by adding a
two story wood extension with a split A-Frame
roof. In this article a flat roof two story wood kit
is built according to the kit instructions then an
additional third story with an A-Frame roof is
added.

On the platform and tank. I will place pipping on
the tank with pulleys and weights. This will be
shown next month.

MARK ZIVEN’S COMING SOON!
Hmm, this is what arrived from eBay. Let’s see,
what shall I do with it?

ADDING ON TO A BASIC CAROLINA
CRAFTSMAN KIT
by Joe Fauty

 


 


 


This is the second in a series of articles
discussing kit bashing and scratch building
structures. Over the course of several articles, I
intend to cover modifying kits, adding onto kits
and scratch building structures for O scale

Building a craftsman wood kit is actually almost
as easy as building a plastic kit so long as one
follows the assembly instructions. Almost all the
wood is precut and a lot of kits are ‘tab’
construction so fitting walls is easy. The
important thing to remember is that unlike
plastic, wood will warp when painted with either
water or oil based paints so precautions must
be taken. Bracing should be added to the inside
of the walls prior to painting. Some builders will
also spray an over coat such as Testors
Dullcote before painting to seal the surface of
the wood. Plastic is not warp free either.
Laminating patterned sheets onto even 80 mil
stock will, if left alone for a few days, warp
unless reinforced on the bottom of the styrene
sheet base.
In this article a 2-story structure offered by
Carolina Craftsman is assembled then modified
to include a third story with an A-frame roof.
Carolina Craftsman had an O scale product line
for a while but unfortunately discontinued it
recently. Part of their O scale product line up
was a kit called Slaty Fork Dry Goods. This is a
small two story building measuring 7 1⁄2 x 6
inches. As designed, it sits on a wood platform
with posts about 1⁄2 inch high. There is one
small deck in the front. The modifications to this
kit include using basswood ‘scribed’ siding (to
match the walls in the kit) to make the third
story, adding a stairway leading up to a second
story stairwell entrance on one side and adding
a third story pop-out in the back with an old
style wood hoist. The deck is extended from the
front around one side to the back where there is
one large deck for the freight doors and one
smaller deck for the people door.
As with previous kit bash projects this project
started out as a sketch in a work book followed
by initial drawings of all four sides in a
presentation software. Two of the drawings are

shown below. The stairway was originally
designed as an enclosed structure. This was
later changed to an open air stairway during the
build.

To start things off the basic building was
constructed according to the instructions
contained in the kit. Right away, there was an
issue with a miss-aligned window cutout for the
second story center double windows as shown.
This would be repaired later in the build
process. The bottom portion would be extended
using an Exacto blade and a filler strip would be
glued to the top.

Before assembly internal bracing was glued to
all walls using 3/32 and 1/8 square bass-wood
rods. Note when installing bracing inside the
building it is recommended to brace the thin
separators between the double windows as
these are very fragile and prone to break when
handling the building – ask me how I know. I
ended up making a mistake with the bracing. As

can be seen, I extended all bracing to ground
level. Later on I had to cut some relief so I could
fit the building onto a floor I would glue to the
stone foundation. Gluing the floor to the
foundation instead of to the building allows
access to the building interior to replace lights

The four wood walls for the third story were cut
on a table saw. The roof angle was set at 30
degrees. I left room at the top for an attic fan.
The window positions were initially aligned to
the second story windows to add conformity to
the structure however in the final assembly they
ended up skewed by a little bit. This was
because I did not take into account the third
story being shorter than the second story since
it had to fit inside the second story structure.

The holes for the windows were cut using the
Wonder Cutter tool. Though a sharp Exacto
blade can be used to cut out the window holes I
decided to use the Wonder Cutter which made
the process go much faster.

Bracing was applied in the same manner as
with the base structure. I added bottom bracing
to the third story and top bracing to the second
story since the third story will sit directly on top
of the second story. Glue up consisted of gluing
one end and side together followed by the other
end and side making sure every thing remained
square. Finally the two sub assemblies were
glued again being careful to maintain a square
structure.

Once the top structure cured it was fitted to the
2-story base. To hide the transition between the
third and second story 3/16 x 1/8 strips were cut
and glued to the seams. While the glue for the
stripping cured, assembly of two small pop-outs
were started.
One would be a side wall entry way with stairs
leading up to the second floor. The other popout would have a freight door and a wood hoist.
This structure will be attached to the back side
of the building near the large ground floor freight
doors. Both pop-outs were assembled in the
same way as the main structures. Bracing was
glued to the interior of each wall before the
walls were glued together. Later on (not shown
in figures) I added bracing along the top to give
more glued surface for the roof. The roof pitch
for the freight pop-out was 30 degrees to match
the main building roof line, while the stairway
entry was made 10 degrees. I decided to use
board and batten siding for these two pop-outs
to give the impression they were added at a
later date to the building. The next figure shows
the glue of the freight door pop-out.

Once cured both pop-outs were glued in their
respective positions. To determine the correct
height and position for the stairway entry I cut
stringers for the stairs and used them as a
guide to position the stairway entry. It was at
this point I deviated from the plans and decided
to make the stairway open rather than a closed
structure.

f

This next gure shows the building with the popouts installed. 20/20 hindsight, I would have
made the freight pop-outs more narrow and

shorter and probably use a 10 degree roof pitch.
Rather then adding ground posts to the popouts I chose to add ‘deck’ joists to the bottom. I
used 1/8 x 1/8 basswood square rods which I
simply glued to the bottom of each pop out.
These rods fit perfectly in the grooves of the
board and batten material.

The kit design has the building sitting on top of
a wood platform resting on short posts. I chose
instead to have the building sit on a stone
foundation with the deck assembly separate
from it. More on the deck is discussed later on.
To make the foundation I use New England
Brownstone CSS-BX-04 Cut Stone Strips 1/4′′
Hydro-cal plaster stone blocks. These can be
bought in boxes of 30 and consist of single level
courses 1⁄2 inch wide by 1⁄4 inch high and 6
inches in length. It is easy to cut this material
with a fine razor saw. White glue was used to
assemble the pieces.
I started out by cutting the side pieces to the
same width as the building. I then used these to
measure the length of the front and back
pieces.
Once the four sub-assemblies were glued
together I glued 1/8 basswood strips to the
inside to strengthen the Hydrocal wall. It has
been my experience that shipping Hydrocal
product is prone to breakage no matter how well
I pack it. The stone foundation was painted with
Flat Black followed by Satin River Rock. Once
dry it received several coats of the India ink /
water mix. To make the mix I basically add
drops of India ink to a container of DI water.

There is no exact formula. The only thing to
watch out for is too much India ink. This will
result in black spots on the work piece. Simply
dilute the mixture with more water.

The decking was made with basswood scribed
sheeting glued to 1/4 x 1/4 inch basswood
posts. Once the glue dried I used Hunterline Tie
Brown stain followed by their Shale stain. I
believe the bottle was misprinted Shale
because the stain has a thick gray consistency.
However the gray added a weathered look to
the wood. I did have to follow up with some
paint to hide glue spots that the stains would not
cover.

The sub roof was cut from 60 mil (0.060 inch)
sheet styrene. Plastruct PS-115 plastic ‘asphalt
shingle’ sheets were cut to size and glued using
Plastruct Plastic Weld. The roof was painted
with a base coat of Flat Black followed by Make
It Stone Obsidian. The Obsidian paint gave the
roof a textured look. Satin Cinnamon was then
sprayed over the Obsidian leaving some of the
black showing. To ensure the plastic did not
warp I glued 1⁄4 x 1⁄4 inch square rods to the
bottom of the roof making sure they would not
interfere with the t to the building.

also tapered the top of the posts 45 degrees to
accept the 1/16 x 1/8 railing. The railing was cut
to length after everything dried.

The stairway was built using a kit supplied by
Rail-Scale-Models (RSM-D3502). They also sell
a stringer assemble jig but I chose to make my
own. The small jig was built using Styrene. A
deep channel strip like UFS-4 or -6 would have
been ideal however not having stock I used A-6
L angles and C-6 channel pieces to build the
stringer troughs. The troughs were spaced so
that the stairway treads overhung approximately
1/16 inch on each side. The 1/8 x 1/8 posts
were glued by making a butt joint with the
bottom tread and aligning and gluing the post
against the upper tread. This ensured they
would up ended up 90 degrees to the treads. I

The main building was painted with three colors.
The base coat was dark gray, followed with
dustings of Satin Nutmeg then Khaki. It is
dif cult to see in the photo however there are
dark spots with light and darker tans showing. I
wanted the structure to have a weathered look
but still be well maintained. Here is the painted
building.

Windows are from Tichy Train Group and doors
from both Grandt Line and Tichy along with a
chimney supplied in the kit were painted Flat
Red. Humbrol Sand Stain was used to paint the
mortar lines on the chimney then later on black
weathering powder was used to make the
chimney look more realistic.
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The hoist was scratched built using 1⁄4 x 1⁄4
square basswood along with 1/16 x 1/4 inch
strips. The pulley wheel is Grandt Line 3515 24”
diameter cable sheave. Black thread was used

for the hoist rope. I did not have a proper hook
so fashioned one from green stem wire.

I wanted the building loose to replace lights if
they ever burn out. I decided to glue the ground
floor (conservation board) to the base using
white glue. The building was used as a ‘jig’ to
accurately position the floor. Notches were cut
into the floor to accommodate the interior
bracing of the bottom assembly.

Since the adhesion joint is plastic to wood, the
roof pieces were glued into place using super
glue gel. Once dry, I added wood trim to hide
the joint between the roof and walls.
Window glazing (clear styrene) was applied to
the widow and doors with formula 500 canopy
glue. Vellum was glued behind the clear plastic
to give a frosted look to the windows. There is
no interior detail so really nothing to see inside
the building. However I still added light bars
(basswood strips) to both floors to hold interior
lights. I also drilled holes for exterior porch lights
which would be hidden underneath an awning.
The leads for all the lights were ganged
together and attached to a European terminal
strip using wire ferrels..
Until I run out of stock I am using Model Power
LED stick on lights for interior lighting. However
they are no longer available for sale. Lionel sells
an almost duplicate product – 1- 929915. The
exterior lights are made using Miniatronics
Micro Miniature Lamps - 16V 30mA

The finished building was placed on the
foundation (electrical wires were passed
through a hole on the ground floor. A Berkshire
Valley # 515 water plug painted red. The plug
along with an unpainted # 410 telephone drop
line box were glued to the side wall. Stem wire
was used as conduit.

An awning was added to dress up the structure
front. This awning was built differently than
previous ones I have have made. This time
instead of using plastic ribbed siding I tried
actual aluminum foil supplied by Builders In
Scale – part #713 “Strip Corrugation”. I glued
the foil to 40 mil black styrene plastic with super
glue though Welbond is recommended by the
manufacturer. The awning supports are 40 mil
styrene glued into C-6 channels. The channels
provide extra glue surface when attaching the
awning to the building wall. Painting started with
a coat flat black black followed by dusting dull
nickel to give the roof a dirty look.
Here is the finished structure with the awning in
place.

